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Introduction
Welcome to the Willow Centre
Welcome to our courses guide for 2016.
We have collaborated with experienced trainers in creating this programme
of training courses and we hope that you will take full advantage of our
training offers available.
These training courses will help you stay competent in the workplace and
will help you to comply with workplace regulations. All our courses are
certificated and we are working with awarding bodies for pending
accreditation on some of the courses that we are offering.
All our course dates will be listed on our website.
For booking information and terms and conditions, please turn to the back
of the brochure. All prices listed in this brochure are excluding VAT.
For further information and assistance, please do contact us by phone or
email: admin@willowcentre.co.uk.
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First Aid Training
We are delighted to be able to work with some great first aid trainers who have great
expertise in this area. We have put together a selection of First Aid Courses for those
who just need the basics to more in depth training:
First Aid – First Response:
Who is it for?
Front line staff undertaking Care Certificate
Training.
This courses aims to cover the knowledge and
practical requirements of the Care Certificate.
Assessments will be undertaken as part of this
course.

How long is it?
One day – 09:00-16:30

What is the cost?

£50.00 per person

Emergency First Aid at Work
Who is it for?
This course is essential for staff that must have basic
first aid training to fulfil their role within the
workplace. This course will cover First Aid Basics, the
role of the first aider, how to manage an emergency,
cuts, burns and bleeds, choking and fainting, shock
and seizure and how to deal with an unconscious
person. Both theory and practical sessions including
CPR skills.
A written assessment or continuous observation by
the trainer with certification at the end.

How long is it?
One day – 09:00-16:30

What is the cost?

£80.00 per person
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First Aid Training
First Aid At Work (3 day-accredited):
Who is it for?
This course is aimed at people who are the first aid appointed representative in their workplace
or organisation. This course covers a variety of areas and is certificated.
There may be an assessment at the end of this course or continuous observation by the trainer
and written assessments during the course.
The course will cover:


The role of the first aider



Head injuries



Managing an emergency



Health and safety (first aid) regulations



Communication and casualty care



Low blood sugar



Asthma



Poisoning



Bleeding (minor and severe)



Resuscitation (adult CPR)



Bone, muscle and joint injuries



Seizures (adult)



Burns and scalds



Severe allergic reaction



Chest pains (including heart attack)



Shock



Choking (adult)



Spinal injuries



Eye injuries



Stroke



Fainting



Unconscious casualty

How long is it?
Three days – 09:00-16:30

What is the cost?

£275.00 per person
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First Aid Training

Paediatric First Aid (2 day-Ofsted accredited):
Who is it for?
This is an Ofsted accredited course that is suitable for persons who work or look after children
and young people.
This course is aimed at people who are the first aid appointed representative in their workplace
or organisation where children and infants are present. This course covers a variety of areas and
is certificated.
There may be an assessment at the end of this course or continuous observation by the trainer
and written assessments during the course.
The course will cover the following with a focus on children and infants:


The role of the Paediatric first
aider



Choking in Children and infants



To assess an emergency situation



Cuts, Grazes, bruising and bumps



Communication and casualty care



Diabetic emergencies



Allergic Reaction in children
(Bites/stings)



Fainting



Asthma in children and infants



Head & eye injuries



Bleeding (minor and severe)



Health and safety (first aid) regulations and
recording of accidents



Bone, muscle and joint injuries



Poisoning



Burns and scalds



Resuscitation (Children CPR)



Convulsions in children and
infants



Seizures in children and infants

How long is it?
Two days – 09:00-16:30

What is the cost?

£120.00 per person
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Moving & Handling
We have a variety of Moving & Handling courses to choose from and the courses are delivered in
our Mobility Training suite. Our trainers are experts in Manual Handling and come with a wealth
of experience. Our group sizes are kept small so that the trainer has more interaction with the
group, making each session very personal.

Moving & Handling - Train the Trainer
Who is it for?
This certificated three day course is suitable for professionals who are already skilled in Moving
and Handling and who want to train others in this technique. The course will focus on the
following areas:


Anatomy of the Spine and Types of Injuries



Biomechanics and Ergonomics



Safe Lifting Techniques - L.I.T.E



Lifting Objects



Key Elements of People Moving



Manual Handling Law and ACOPS Guidance



Manual Handling responsibilities & the Law



Risks and Controls related to People Moving



People Moving - Risk Assessments/ Personal Plan



People Moving - Controversial Techniques



People Moving - Good Techniques



Practical Sessions and Assessments in People Moving

Candidates will be assessed throughout the course and at the end to ensure competency and the
course is certificated.

How long is it?
Three days – 09:00-16:30

What is the cost?

£599.00 per person
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Moving & Handling
Moving & Handling – People
Who is it for?
This one day course is suitable for professionals who are not skilled in Moving and Handling of
people and who need to be competent. It is also essential to cover the knowledge and practical
requirements of the Care Certificate.
The course will focus on the following areas:


Manual Handling Responsibilities and the Law



Anatomy of the Spine and Types of Injuries



Biomechanics and Ergonomics



Safe Lifting Techniques - L.I.T.E



Lifting Objects



Key Elements of People Moving



Risks and Controls related to People Moving



People Moving - Risk Assessments/ Personal Plan



People Moving Equipment



People Moving - Controversial Techniques



People Moving - Good Techniques



Practical Sessions and Assessments in People Moving

Candidates will be assessed throughout the course and at the end of the course will be
competent to provide correct people handling techniques so that risks are reduced to
themselves and those in their care.

How long is it?
One day – 09:00-16:30

What is the cost?

£50.00 per person
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Care Certificate Courses
The Care Certificate was developed as part of the Cavendish Review work, by Skills for Care,
Health Education England and Skills for Health and it applies across Health and Social Care. It
links to Occupational Standards and units in qualifications and it covers what is required to be
caring, giving workers a good basis from which they can develop their knowledge and skills.
The Care Certificate is designed not only for new staff but also for existing staff wishing to
refresh their skills and knowledge.
There are 15 Standards listed in the Care Certificate and each standard must be completed in
order for completion of the certificate.
Here at the Willow Centre, we have developed a series of courses aimed at people who need
help in completing their Care Certificate training and for staff members wishing to upskill to
help assess colleagues in their workplace. The course are listed in more detail below.




Intensive Course – for people wishing to complete their Certificate workbooks in a
short period of time
Bite Sized Modules – for people who would like to complete their workbooks in small
and manageable sections
Assessors Course – for people wishing to learn how to become a Care Certificate
Assessor.
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Care Certificate Courses
Care Certificate – Bite Sized Modules
Who is it for?
These bite -sized modules enable people to access the knowledge topics they need in order to
complete their Care Certificate workbooks. 4 sessions will cover all the knowledge requirements.
However, you will need to add on the Moving and Handling and First Aid sessions to this separately
in order to achieve the Care Certificate Standards.
The course will focus on the 15 standards and it will help you to complete your workbook with
confidence.
Certification of competence will be issued by our trainer, allowing candidates to complete their
training with confidence in their own workplace.

How long is it?
4 sessions – 17:00 -19:15 (with a 15 minute break)

What is the cost?

£50.00 per person for 4 sessions
Care Certificate – Intensive Course
Who is it for?
This course is for health and care workers new to the sector or for existing staff who would like to
refresh their knowledge and update their skills. The course covers the knowledge requirements
in a one day intensive session (you will need to add on the Moving and Handling and First Aid
sessions separately to this in order to achieve the Care Certificate Standards). The course will
focus on the 15 standards and it will help you to complete your workbook with confidence.
Certification of competence will be issued by our trainer, allowing candidates to complete their
training with confidence in their own workplace.

How long is it?
One day – 09:00-17:00

What is the cost?

£50.00 per person
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Care Certificate Courses
Care Certificate Assessor Course
Who is it for?
Do you have the right knowledge and skills in your organisation to carry out Care
Certificate assessments to satisfy the regulators? Have your assessors received the
appropriate training to assess competently and consistently? You may think YES ….. but
read on….
The Willow Centre has launched a specific training course to enable Care Certificate Assessors to develop
the knowledge and confidence to successfully undertake their role and make clear and consistent
assessment decisions to comply with the requirements of the Care Certificate and to meet National
Occupational Standards LSILADD09- Assess Learner Achievement.
This is an ESSENTIAL course for anyone who will be involved in or have responsibility for assessing
other staff working towards the Care Certificate who do not hold a formal assessors qualification, the
course will give participants an introduction to the care certificate along with the evidence towards
level 3 Award in Understanding the Principles and Practice of Assessment.
The Assessors course will benefit both those NEW to assessment and current assessors who require
REFRESHER training. The course will be delivered by experts in health and social care assessment to
ensure delegates are provided with the relevant context for their assessment decisions.
Course Objectives:

This course will develop the knowledge and skills and boost the confidence of staff in your
organisation with the responsibly for assessing the Care Certificate.
The Assessors course covers knowledge and understanding of the following:








Care Certificate Workbook
Roles and responsibilities
Evidence requirements
Assessment methods
Using observations to assess competence in the workplace
Giving feedback on assessment decisions
Action planning, including GROW model of coaching and setting SMART objectives



Recording assessment decisions, including cross referencing assessments for different
standards

How long is it?
Half day – 09:00-12:00 or 13:00-16:00

What is the cost?

£65.00 per person
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Mental Capacity Act and Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards
Here at The Willow Centre, we are fortunate to work with very experienced trainers who
train in MCA DoLS and who have devised a series of training modules to suit different levels
of learning.

MCA DoLS – An Introduction
Who is it for?
DID YOU KNOW? One of the key areas that CQC inspectors are keen to check is the understanding
of the “Mental Capacity Act”(MCA) and the Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards” (DoLS). So, do you
know your MCA from your DoLS?
This half day course will give you an overview of the Mental Capacity Act and it is aimed at Health
and Care Workers at an introductory level. The course covers The Mental Capacity Act including
decisions that can be made on behalf of someone else and what has to happen before someone
is deprived of their liberty.
This course also covers:





WHAT DO WE NEED TO KNOW ABOUT MCA DoLS?
WHAT DOES THE MENTAL CAPACITY ACT MEAN?
HOW DOES THE MENTAL CAPACITY ACT FIT WITH DEPRIVATION OF LIBERTY SAFEGUARDS?
WHAT IS THE ACID TEST AND WHO DOES IT APPLY TO?

How long is it?
Half dayour
– 09:00-12:00
or 13:00-16:00
Through
own Research
and Development unit, we can source information on all
current Community Universal Services that are available within Essex. We provide
and signpost useful information in order to access services that you, your clients and
What
is the cost?may need. Universal Services range from Dog Walking, Advocacy,
your
organisations

£50.00 per person
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Mental
Mental Capacity
Capacity Act
Act and
and Deprivation
Deprivation of
of Liberty
Liberty Safeguards
Safeguards

MCA DoLS – Managers Course
Who is it for?
Working knowledge of both the MCA & DOLS legislation is of paramount importance to upholding
the good standards of care expected from those in the care sectors. This course is aimed at
Managers who need to know the Mental Capacity & DoLs to ensure compliance with Mental
Capacity Act of 2005.
Course Content:
The following topics will be covered:
• Current legislation
• Policy and procedures
• The assessment procedure
• What is meant by best interests
• What protection is available for decision
makers
• Understand the limits of restraint issues
• Understand the roles of various people
involved

• List the functions of the Mental Capacity Act
• Describe the groups that will be affected by
the legislation
• Explain what is meant by the functional test
• Explain the role of Lasting Power of
Attorneys
• Explain the Deprivation of Liberty
Safeguards including up to date rulings
regarding the ACID test
• Describe the function of the Court of
Protection
• Train others in Mental Capacity Act and
DOLS requirements within their working
environment

How long is it?
One day – 09:00-16:00

What is the cost?

£80.00 per person
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Mental Capacity Act and Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards
MCA DoLS – Train the Trainer
Who is it for?
Working knowledge of both the MCA & DOLS legislation is of paramount importance to upholding the good
standards of care expected from those in the care sectors. This course not only covers these topics in some
depth, but also equips delegates with a range of instructor skills so organisations will benefit from having
a dedicated in-house MCA & DOLS trainer.

Content:
IfCourse
you
want
book a room or enquire about one
The
following
topics willto
be covered:
the functions of the Mental Capacity Act
of•• Current
our legislation
courses that we run,•• List
please
contact our
Policy and procedures
Describe the groups that will be affected by the
centre business team on: legislation
• The assessment procedure
• What is meant by best interests
• What protection is available for decision makers

• Explain what is meant by the functional test
• Explain the role of Lasting Power of Attorneys
• Explain the Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards
including up to date rulings regarding the ACID
test
• Describe the function of the Court of Protection
• Train others in Mental Capacity Act and DOLS
requirements within their working environment

01245 267071 or email:

admin@willowcentre.co.uk
• Understand the limits of restraint issues
• Understand the roles of various people involved

Train the Trainer Elements:
• How to vary teaching methods



Planning your session

• Adapting to various Learning styles
• How people retain information
• Building in Feedback to your sessions






Preparing the individual lesson plan
Evaluation processes
Presentation skills
Dos and don’ts

This MCA and DoLS Train the Trainers course is presented by means of tutorials, practical exercises and
group discussions.

Course Assessment:
The course is delivered in 2 days and candidates must demonstrate a willingness to learn along with
interaction of group activities and present an extract of their proposed session in the wider group.

Pre Requisite for the Course:
Applicants must have attended MCA and DoLS training prior to attending this Train the Trainer Course. It
is expected that this course will refresh knowledge sufficiently in order to deliver up to date information
within their individual sessions.

How long is it?

What is the cost?

2 day: 09:00-16:00

£299.00 per person
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Safeguarding
Safeguarding Adults – Basic Awareness
Who is it for?
This course is aimed at professionals who are working with adults in a front line capacity. This
course outlines the following:







Relevant policies and legislation around Safeguarding
What is abuse? Exploration of factors that can lead to abuse
Identify signs and symptoms of abuse
How to report any concerns
How to record incidents correctly
Learn good practice vs bad practice

How long is it?
Half day: 09:00-12:00 or 13:00-16:00

What is the cost?

£25.00 per person
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Makaton for Beginners

Who is it for?
This course provides a detailed introduction to Makaton and combines a practical approach with
theory and technical information.
Lectures cover research into sign and symbol use, symbol design themes, the use and purpose of
Makaton and an overview of alternative systems of communication. You will learn the signs and
symbols for Stages 1-4 and Additional of the Core Vocabulary.
Participants must have an understanding of early communication skills.
Materials will be provided in the form of workshop manuals, Pocket Book of Signs 1 and Pocket
Book of Symbols 1. Certificates of attendance will be issued.

How long is it?
2 days 09:00--16:00
(4 modules across the 2 days)

What is the cost?

£150.00 per person
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Care Act

Who is it for?
The implementation of the Care Act will have significant implications for the Adult Social Care
workforce in England. The Care Act brings the Care and Support Legislation together into a
single act with a new well-being principle at its heart.
The changes that the new Care Act will introduce will impact on the way Local Authorities do
business and their workforce practices. Care Provider and User Organisations will also be
affected by the new legislation and it will change how they deliver care and the expectations
that will be required of them.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSE:
This overview session will provide a guide to the key changes and implications for Care
Providers, Charities, NHS GP’s, Voluntary groups and anyone who may refer Adults for Care
and Support needs.
The Course will cover some of the following key duties placed on Local Authorities in
respect of:
• Introduction to the Care Act 2014 – Care and Support Statutory Guidance
• Wellbeing principles, duties and responsibilities
• Information and Advice
• Assessment and Eligibility
• Charging and Financial Assessment
• Independent Advocacy
• Care and Support Planning
• Review
• Safeguarding
• Transitions
• Integration and Partnership Working
Course includes handouts and refreshments are available.

How long is it?
Half day: 09:00-12:00 or 13:00-16:00

What is the cost?

£45.00 per person
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In-House Trainer

Who is it for?
This course will provide learners with the knowledge, skills and confidence to deliver general
training for in house staff only. This course is intended to be a starting point for senior staff
wishing to become in house trainers.
The course will cover the following:
• How to vary teaching methods



Planning your session

• Adapting to various Learning styles
• How people retain information
• Building in Feedback to your sessions






Preparing the individual lesson plan
Evaluation processes
Presentation skills
Dos and don’ts

This course is presented by means of tutorials, practical exercises and group discussions.

How long is it?
1 day: 09:00-16:00

What is the cost?

£80.00 per person
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Champions Training

Who is it for?
The Champion courses have been designed for people to develop their roles in a certain
subject and allowing them to develop their skills. We are offering a choice of three Champions
courses. Each course will provide learners with the knowledge, skills and confidence to deliver
general training for in house staff only. This course is intended to be a starting point for senior
staff wishing to become in house trainers.
The courses are:
CHAMPIONS: DEMENTIA – Half DAY
This NEW half -day course aims to develop the role of Champion in the workplace.
The Champion will ensure that good practice principles are applied in your
workplace.
CHAMPIONS: SAFEGUARDING – Half DAY
Become a Safeguarding Adults Champion in your workplace. Champions will be
pro-active in accessing information in relation to safeguarding issues and will have
a coaching role within your workplace- and able to answer some questions
regarding Adult Safeguarding to more junior .
CHAMPIONS: MCA DoLS – Half DAY
This half day course ensures that you can Champion MCA good practice in your
workplace/ organisation. This role will enable learners to act as a contact person
within their workplace to offer advice and guidance to colleagues on MCA practice
and to provide support and signposting . Champions will play a lead role in
ensuring their peers are aware of their duties responsibilities around MCA.

How long is it?
Half day: 09:00-12:00 or 13:00-16:00

What is the cost?

£30.00 per person
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Team Leading
Who is it for?
This course will provide the necessary team leadership skills for those learners who are newly
promoted into this role.
This one day programme will develop and enhance skills to influence a team in the decision
making process and enabling the learner to move forward within this new role.
This course is also relevant to existing team leaders to update their knowledge and learn new
skills, helping them in their professional development in their team leading role.
The course will cover the following:
• The role & responsibilities of team leader
within an organisation



Motivation techniques & how to
motivate a demotivated team
member

• Effective communication & how to
improve it within the team
• Succession planning within a team



Giving feedback to team members



The difference between an effective
team and an ineffective team

At the end of this course, delegates should be confident in the following:






Communicate more effectively
Make decisions with confidence
Provide constructive feedback to team members
Improve communication within the team
Motivate and develop team members to their potential

This course is presented by means of tutorials, practical exercises and group discussions. This
course is certificated.

How long is it?
1 day: 09:00-16:00

What is the cost?
£199.00
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Mediation & Stress Management

Who is it for?
Did you know that one in 4 people seeks treatment for stress at some time in their lives?
Stress can be caused by overwork, change at work or home, unemployment, relationships,
loss, illness and the general hurdles of life itself. Stress shows itself in many different ways,
some people may develop a stress-related illness, others suffer sleep loss, anxiety, panic
attacks or muscular tension.
More and more employees are experiencing stress at work. They may be coping with too much
pressure, long hours or rapid work related changes and employers are turning to Stress
Management to tackle these problems. Stress Management can enable people to improve
their own response to stress and enable the organisation to reduce stress related illnesses in
the workplace.
This one day training course is aimed at individuals who are looking for techniques to handle
stress in their lives. This course presents the theory, skills and techniques of Stress
Management Training in a logical and user-friendly way, teaching beginners in Stress
Management to become skilled and able to cope with their stress and learn new techniques
and strategies to overcome stressful situations.

Course Content:
A mixture of relaxation sessions and short lectures on stress management will be combined
with group work giving delegates the tools to de-stress in the workplace and help them
improve their own response to stress in the workplace. This course is certificated.

How long is it?
1 day: 09:00-16:00

What is the cost?
£99.00 per person
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English Courses
Beginners English
Who is it for?
This course is aimed at people who want to converse more fluently in the English
language and to improve their language skills.
Our course will help you improve English in the following areas:
• Reading
• Writing
• Speaking
We ask that delegates sit a simple proficiency test at the beginning of the course to find
out your level of English and then the course will advance with a combination of online
exercises, games and interactive study that will be set by your tutor to improve your
English conversational and written skills.
This course will run across a 4 week period on a Saturday.
This course is certificated.

How long is it?
Half day: 09:00-12:00

What is the cost?
£25.00 per person per session
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How to Book

Bookings can be taken via our website:
www.willowcentre.co.uk/courses
We are happy to discuss group bookings over
the phone and a discounted rate will be given
for multiple course bookings.
Call us for more information on:
01245 267071 or 01245 206377
Or email us:
admin@willowcentre.co.uk
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The Willow Hub
Hot Desking - Reduce your fixed costs by paying
only for the space you use
Walk-in, Sit down, Start work: Fully equipped, payas-you-go desk space
Get work-ready office space when you need it.







save money: no investment needed
organise the space to suit you
all IT, telecoms set up and ready-to-go
dedicated team on-hand to help with administration
extra space available: full use of meeting rooms at additional cost
select the days or times you need

Co-working
When you want the facilities and space of an office - but only need to dropin occasionally - co-working is the convenient and practical solution. With
Willow Centre co working services, you’ll only pay for the space you use,
with no need to commit to the financial investment of permanent office
space.
Access to a work-ready office space that meets your business needs
All of our co-working spaces are provided with everything set up and
ready to use immediately: telephones, internet, printers, and a
comfortable workspace. We’ll also make sure that there’s a dedicated
team to support you with administration and general office management.
Rates £10 per hour for hot desk space 1 person - £60 per day (1
person) (ex.vat)
Includes:







Hot and cold refreshments
Allocated parking
WIFI
Access to kitchen
Power block per desk to charge laptop & mobile devices

Services - Lighting, Heating, Water

Other Services Available:
Storage, Secretarial support, Telephone Answering, Printing, Photocopying, Scanning,
Faxing, Binding, Laminating, Courier service, Post, Projector hire, Laptop hire or PC hire.
Stationery services available on a pay-as-you-use basis (24/7 users you are free to bring all
own equipment if preferred).
Contact us for more information or to book your space – admin@willowcentre.co.uk
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Terms and Conditions

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
Our core trading hours are from 08:00 – 17:00, Monday to Friday. For access outside of these
hours (for set up purposes) please contact the Centre Manager.
PLEASE NOTE: Upon receipt of a booking, the Willow Centre will issue an acknowledgement
email and invoice or receipt if payment is made online.
Your booking will NOT be confirmed until FULL PAYMENT is received. All monies need to be
cleared 14 days before the course takes place. Any booking not in receipt of full payment at
this time will be cancelled.
PAYMENT INFORMATION:
You can pay for your course in the following ways:
1. On line by logging onto the Willow Centre Website – www.willowcentre.co.uk and
clicking onto the courses page. We accept payments by Debit Card, Major Credit
Cards and Paypal.
2. By Online Direct Payment Transfer – Our bank details are listed below for this
method – Payment reference is your invoice number.
Bank Details: Santander – A/C 74380177; Sort: 090128 – The Willow Centre Ltd.
If you would like to pay by Online Direct Payment Transfer – Please let us know and we
will send through a Pro Forma Invoice for payment.
Cancellation – Delegates:
If delegates are unable to attend a course, they should inform us IN WRITING as soon as
possible. Every endeavour will be made to change their booking to another date (where
possible) free of charge. Delegates who decline this option will be charged as follows:




More than 28 days prior to the course start date – Admin fee Charge of £30.00
will be charged
Between 14-28 days prior to the course start date – 50% course fee will be
charged
Less than 14 days prior to the course start date – full course fee

All fees will be subject to VAT.
If you do not attend the course and you have paid for it, the full fee remains payable.
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The Willow Centre Ltd
Unit 3, Kingsdale Business Centre, Regina Road, Chelmsford CM1 1PE
01245 267071 - 01245 206377
admin@willowcentre.co.uk
www.willowcentre.co.uk
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